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Value creation at Proact

Resources
Operating capital
• Operations in 15 countries

Strategic
focus areas
Clarified
market positioning
Read more on page 7

Relational capital

• Close cooperation with strategically selected
suppliers with good reputations

Human capital

• 1,022 staff, many with specialist expertise

Financial capital

• SEK 1,095 million in capital employed

Development of the
offering with emphasis
on the customer
Read more on page 7

High-quality services
with satisfied customers
Read more on page 7

Focus on employees
Read more on page 7

Accelerate growth
through acquisitions
Read more on page 7

CORE VALUES:
Integrity Commitment Excellence
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Value
distributed

Value created
Customers

• Secured access to business-critical
•
•
•
•
•

information and data
Robust infrastructure
Robust security procedures
Reduced IT costs
Secure, flexible IT systems
Custom solutions

Suppliers

• Ethical business
• Long-term partnerships

Suppliers

2,539

million SEK
Cost of goods and services

Employees

927

million SEK
Salaries and remuneration

Communities
Employees
•
•
•
•

International environment
Specialist expertise
Development opportunities
Stable employer

Communities

• Job opportunities
• Customer solutions that help to bring about more efficient
utilisation of resources

35

million SEK
Income taxes

Shareholders

41

million SEK
Dividends

Shareholders
• Dividends
• Attractive investment
• Yield

The Board of Directors will propose
distribution of a dividend of SEK 4.50 per
share to the Annual General Meeting for
the 2020 financial year.

Remaining in the company
for new investments

91

million SEK
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Vision, mission and targets
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Mission

Vision

Our ambition is to be the world’s most
reliable IT service partner, facilitating
business value and growth for our
customers.
Long-term financial targets
Sales growth

Margin
The EBITA margin should
amount to 8 per cent.

>8 %

<2
times

>25 %

Debt levels
Net liabilities should be no
more than twice EBITDA.

Return on
capital employed

25-35%
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Outcome
Sales growth amounted to 7 per cent.

The company generated an EBITA margin of
6 per cent of revenues for the full year.

At the end of the year, the company had a
debt/equity ratio of –0.06 times EBITDA.

For 2020, the return on capital employed
amounted to 17 per cent.

Return on capital employed should amount to
at least 25 per cent.

Dividends
In the long term, the
company intends to issue a
dividend of 25–35 per cent
of profit after tax.
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2017

2018

2019

2020

We offer a combination of market-leading
multicloud solutions and unique expertise to
create business benefits%and growth via IT,
adding persistent value%for
our customers.
8

The average total sales
growth should amount to
at least 10 per cent per
year.

>10%

2016

A dividend of SEK 4.50 per share is proposed
for 2020, which is equivalent to 31.1 per cent of
profit after tax.
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Strategy
Strategy
The company works in accordance with five defined strategic focus areas in order to achieve specified growth targets. The Proact strategy is
based on our customers’ digitalisation journey, giving rise to new needs in respect of data management, innovation, data analysis, automation and streamlining. Our job is to help customers to store, connect, protect and drive value through their data by providing a market-leading
offering with an efficient delivery model.

Strategic focus areas

Priorities

Follow-up, 2020

Clarified market position

• Adopt a clearer position as a

We have clarified our position on the market as
a data management specialist and correspondingly updated our portfolio positioning. We have
worked on clarifying our brand, including a new
website, a new graphic profile and new sales
material reflecting Proact more accurately.

Our offering, geographical spread, expertise and
partner relations provide us with good opportunities to further our market position. We must be
clear and consistent in our offering on all markets,
in all channels and to all target groups.

Development of the offering with
emphasis on the customer
We must exploit our strong customer relations and
make the most of the potential in our existing customer base by focusing more clearly on extending
our portfolio. Moreover, we have to step up our
efforts to reach out to new customer segments and
industries with our offering. Our central and local
teams work in close partnership with our customers and partners for continuous development of
our offering.

High-quality supply of services with
satisfied customers
We create a cost-effective organisation for the provision of services by means of consistent processes and procedures at our delivery hubs. We must
go on improving and streamlining our supply of
services through digitalisation, skills management
and enhanced tools, processes and procedures.

Focus on employees
Our core values must constitute the foundation for
our corporate culture and create consensus with
regard to how we add value for our stakeholders.
We must go on working with our sustainability plan
and implementing the content in our corporate
manual and code of conduct.

Accelerate growth through acquisitions
We are continuing to focus on supplementing organic growth with strategic corporate acquisitions,
leading to increased market shares in important
geographical regions and contributing to growth
within strategic focus areas.

•

market-leading data management specialist
Clarify and emphasise the scope
of our offering and expertise

• Grow our service sales by
•
•
•

means of our own cloud services (Managed Cloud Services)
Extend our multicloud offering
for smooth integration between
different IT supply models
Develop our data centre offering
still further
Develop and further improve our
sales execution and “go-tomarket” model

• Further improve quality and the
•

customer experience
Efficiency and “time-to-market”
in our supply of services

• Management development fo•
•

cusing on change management
Further develop our ability to
attract, develop and retain
highly skilled staff
Greater focus on sustainability,
prioritising diversity, our code
of conduct and environmental
issues

• Accelerate the growth rate with

•

emphasis on increased profitability and balance between
systems and services
Increase market shares in important geographical regions

We have launched a number of new services, including WAN as a Service, Service Management
for Public Cloud, SD-WAN as a Service and an
update to our cloud platform PHC (Proact Hybrid
Cloud). Despite the ongoing pandemic, we have
managed to extend our portfolio with existing
customers and entered into significant contracts
with a number of customers, including Statnett,
the Swedish Institute, the Swedish Agency for
Health Technology Assessment and Assessment of Social Services in Sweden, IT4K, Fortnox
and NHS Blood and Transplant.
We have built new, more efficient processes and
procedures during the year in order to streamline delivery at our hubs. We have also launched
a completely new customer portal (ServiceNow)
to enhance both the customer experience and
the efficiency of our services.

Our management development work has continued through reinforcement of our corporate
management. We have devised a development
scheme for the company’s managers starting in
2021, with emphasis on strategy activation and
change management. A new careers page on
the company’s website has been launched in
order to highlight the Proact employer brand,
corporate culture and employees.
We acquired Cetus Solutions in the United Kingdom during the year. Cetus will reinforce Proact’s
presence and the ability to supply to medium-sized and large enterprises and authorities
in the United Kingdom. PeopleWare, which was
acquired in October 2019, has undergone operational integration under the Proact brand.
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Sustainability at Proact
Pages 4 to 7 and 12 to 17 of the annual report show the sustainability report for the
Group in accordance with Chapter 6 of the Swedish Company Accounts Act.

Materiality analysis

Our view of sustainability

The group management team have conducted a new materiality
analysis for our sustainability agenda during the year, and this has
been discussed further with the Board of Directors. The materiality
analysis has been conducted with Proact stakeholders in mind –
defined as employees, customers, suppliers, owners and society in
general – as well as our ability to add long-term value. The materiality analysis has been conducted in order to create a sustainability
agenda with clear, relevant priorities. Risks have also been analysed
and evaluated in order to establish a sustainability agenda that will
help Proact to continue operating as a company that adds long-term
value.

Proact maintains a holistic approach to sustainability which includes
social, business-related and environmental perspectives. We have
created a sustainability agenda on the basis of these perspectives,
including relevant targets and activities where we can exert an
influence and make a contribution. This involves consideration of
important areas for stakeholders and the areas that Proact considers
to be crucial for its sustainability work. The social agenda includes
a number of crucial activities for staff, just as the business-related
agenda includes activities for customers and suppliers. Proact does
not manufacture its own products, but high-quality processes, reduced energy consumption and materials handling are prioritised at
Proact in terms of the environment.

Structure of our sustainability work
Guidelines for our sustainability efforts are established by the Board
of Directors. The CEO bears ultimate responsibility for successful
implementation of our sustainability strategy. The Group executive
is responsible for devising a strategy and following up the results of
the Group’s sustainability work. A member of the Group executive is
responsible for the sustainability agenda, and there is regular reporting on sustainability work at Group executive meetings. Day-to-day
operational responsibility rests with the relevant business units and
the joint delivery organisation, with the assistance of the expertise
functions Legal, People & Culture, Portfolio & Technology and Finance. Sustainability in respect of employees is one of the targets for
all members of the group management team's performance-based
annual bonus scheme. Each member of the corporate management
team may also be allocated personalised sustainability targets.

Stakeholder involvement
Open discussion with our stakeholders is crucial so that we can
successfully identify factors that are crucial to our stakeholders,
global trends and market expectations. We adopt a structured
approach to stakeholder involvement, with investor meetings and
ad hoc meetings, for example, as well as surveys such as customer
and staff surveys. Interacting with our stakeholders on social media
has become increasingly important as a way of understanding our
stakeholders’ perceptions in the countries in which we operate, and
also at Group level.
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UN Sustainable Development Goals
Proact confirms the importance of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as a collective global objective: to protect our
planet and create prosperity for all. As a company, we can exert
major influence by adapting the way in which we work to meet the

Employees

Business ethics

Customers and
deliveries

Suppliers

Work processes

Energy and
materials

Social
agenda

Businessrelated
agenda

Environ
mental
agenda

needs of the generations of tomorrow. The
SDGs that we think our activities can assist
with have been integrated in our sustainability agenda.

Social agenda
Employees
We believe in the future through the people
we work with. Our transformation, from
being viewed as a product company to
being considered to be a broader service
company, requires us to maintain and
develop skills and expertise among our
staff. We are based in various locations, so
challenges and opportunities may differ.
We have a shortage of certain skills in some
places, for example, while elsewhere we are
preparing for a generational shift. We must
deal with these challenges and opportunities responsibly; and they require systematic
planning and strong leadership together
with health and well-being issues.
Proact’s employee strategy spearheads
our ambition to create a company that turns
our business plans into reality through a
culture demonstrating high levels of commitment, professionalism, constant learning,
openness and inclusion. a place of work
that people do their best to get to. a strong
culture, management development, talent
and performance management, alongside
the employer brand and recruitment, are key
areas in our employee strategy.
Leadership is one of our top priorities,
as we feel that this is the strongest driving
force for our success and a strong culture.
A Leadership Index was examined for the
first time this year as part of our staff survey.
The Proact Leadership Index was 80, which
is higher than the general benchmark. This
benchmark included all industries, and the
outcome was 77 – the same level as the
specific industry benchmark (IT, Technology
and Innovation). Proact’s staff survey also
provides a Team Efficiency Index alongside
an Engagement Index, which measures the
level of energy and the perception of clarity.
Proact’s results for these indices were 80
for team efficiency and 82 for engagement,
both of which were higher than the general
index (75 and 79, respectively) and the
industry-specific benchmark (77 and 80,
respectively).

We are also of the opinion that Diversity &
Inclusion is a key to driving innovation and
reinforcing competitiveness. Employees with
a wealth of backgrounds, perspectives and
experience make the company more robust.
Proact must offer equal opportunities
for employment, remuneration and all
other staff-related processes and working
methods, with no discrimination on grounds
of ethnicity, skin colour, gender, gender
identity, sexual orientation, civil status,
pregnancy, parenthood, religion, political
opinions, nationality, ethnic background,
social origin, social status, affiliation to an
indigenous population, disability, age or
trade union membership.
As far as gender is concerned, our aim
is to achieve a gender balance of 70 men
and 30 per cent women by 2025 throughout
our entire workforce and at all management
levels. Distribution within the corporate
management team has improved over the
year, from 90 per cent men and 10 per cent
women in 2019 to 73 per cent men and 27
per cent women in 2020. The distribution
in our 2020 workforce was 81 per cent men
and 19 per cent women, representing an
improvement on 2019 (83 per cent men and
17 per cent women).
We are committed to offering a place of
work that gives our staff positive experiences in terms of both physical and mental
health and well-being. Good technology has
allowed everyone to work from home during
the year, and we have followed up their
well-being in two special surveys. These
surveys have returned good results. Another
good sign is that our result in the Employer
Net Promotor Score (e-NPS) in the annual
staff survey has improved from 2 (2019) to 19
(2020). e-NPS gauges how willing employees are to recommend Proact to a friend as
an employer.

Business ethics
Proact is an international company operating
in fifteen countries, all of which have different laws, cultures and traditions. All business
must be run sustainably, in compliance with
applicable legislation and in line with the
company’s values of integrity, commitment
and excellence.
Our Code of Conduct includes 13 vital
principles applicable to all our employees
and provides guidance on doing ethically
correct business, respecting human rights
and employee rights, and operating in
compliance with legislation in respect of the
environment, anti-corruption, competition
and anti-discrimination.
Other documents and policies of relevance to our business ethics and compliance include:
• Company handbook
• Data Privacy Policy
• Finance Policy
• Slavery and Human trafficking statement
• Supplier Code of Conduct
Compliance with laws and regulations is
always a top priority for us, but in a changing
world we are of the opinion that it is every bit
as important to adopt a broader approach
as regards compliance. Our Company handbook includes guidelines for recruitment
and promotion that form an important basis
for our ambitions in respect of diversity and
inclusion. People with the same qualifications must be given the same employment
terms and opportunities without diction or
discrimination on the basis of age, ethnicity,
religion, gender or disability. Our latest staff
survey showed that our employees do not
experience discrimination.
Proact has a whistleblower policy that
provides all staff with information on how
suspected deviations from the company’s
Code of Conduct are to be reported. All
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Proact staff must report, without delay, any
known breaches of the Code of Conduct
or any concerns they may have with regard
to breaches as specified in the policy. Such
reports and concerns will be examined
in depth as a matter of urgency. Anyone
reporting such fears in good faith will
be protected by Proact from all forms of
reprisal. The whistleblower policy is part of
our Code of Conduct, which is communicated to all staff.
One whistleblower case has been dealt
with during the year in accordance with the
company’s procedure.

How we work
We have a Compliance function to investigate compliance and any grievances.
This function answers to our Legal team,
headed by our General Counsel which also
includes the CFO and VP People & Culture.
Our Compliance function conducts quarterly
audits, which are compiled and presented
to the CEO along with proposals for action.
Existing violations relate primarily to “Contract playbook rules”, where contracts have
failed to comply with the internal process for
compilation or approval.
Our 130 or so managers who are responsible for personnel have been offered training
during the year on the Code of Conduct
and our Company handbook, along with
all policies. Our managers have signed a
document to confirm that they have viewed
and understood the contents. We have also
worked on a process to ensure that newly
appointed managers are given automatic
access to this training so that they can make
the most of it.
New employees view the Code of Conduct and Company handbook as part of their
local introduction to the company.
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Business-related agenda
Customers and deliveries
We have an extensive history of long and
close relationships with our customers. Our
customers can be found in all sectors of
society; companies, healthcare services,
the educational system, authorities and
government. Their needs are key elements
in how we develop products, services and
processes; through systematic feedback,
and also by exchanging expertise in respect
of various sustainability issues. Finding efficient, secure and sustainable solutions for
customers, often relating to large volumes
of information, is at the very heart of what
we do.
Quality in respect of information security
is one of the most important aspects for
our customers, and one of the biggest risks.
We have held ISO certification in a number
of our countries since 2013. In this context,
it is crucially important for us to deliver in
accordance with ISO27001, quality management systems for information security, and
to go on maintaining this level. The quality
management systems are specific to each
country and require annual updates and
audits.
In order to manage the trust which our
customers have placed in us, our services
are supplied in accordance with established standards such as “ITIL Service
Management”, which includes a number of
processes for the supply of cost-effective IT
services based on the customer’s business.
The Proact Code of Conduct also constitutes a framework for our employees,
allowing them to behave professionally with
our customers and do responsible business.
Ethical assessments and positions in respect
of the business in which we want to be
involved are discussed at the business areas’
quarterly progress checks with the CEO.

Suppliers
We spend significant sums on procuring
goods every year. Most of our suppliers
are based in Europe and North America,
where compliance with basic human rights
is good compared with many other parts
of the world. Our suppliers are normally
also major corporations that have devised
extensive schemes relating to responsible,
sustainable enterprise, and we develop
long-term partnerships. All our suppliers
undergo an approval process which involves
evaluation of both product safety and corporate responsibility. As part of our vendor
management initiative this year, we have
developed an extensive set of questions in
order to gain a clear understanding of our
suppliers’ standards in terms of sustainability. The admission process is also documented in Company handbook, which is an
important steering instrument for our operations. We also conduct regular follow-ups
and reviews. Our aim is to ensure compliance with international principles relating to
human rights, labour law, the environment
and corruption.

Environmental agenda
Work processes
As a technology company that does not
manufacture its own products or have
extensive logistics chains, Proact’s biggest
contribution to environmentally sustainable
development rests in high-quality, resource-
efficient, sustainable work processes, as
well as reduced energy consumption and
materials handling.
The company’s objective is for all operations to have relevant certification so
that they can be pursued in a safe, structured manner in accordance with the local
requirements on the market in question. In
most cases, the companies in the countries
in which Proact works extensively hold
accreditation to ISO9001 (quality), ISO14001
(environment) and ISO27001 (data security),
but the companies in the countries in which
Proact works less extensively are also certified in accordance with of the most common
ISO systems.

Energy and materials

Environmental
agenda

Business-related
agenda

Social agenda

As regards energy consumption, we are
working in accordance with a devised
schedule for reducing the number of data
centres within the Group. Reducing the
number of data centres will also reduce our
consumption of electricity, heating and cooling. The number of data centres remained
at the same level last year due to corporate
acquisitions. This year, we have two fewer
data centres. Another clear objective is to
continue to steer towards renewable energy,
as well as increasing efficiency utilisation at
the remaining data centres. All in all, these
initiatives are helping us reduce adverse

impact on the environment. In 2021, we
intend to evaluate short-term and long-term
benefits, costs and any delays with an environmentally certified data centre strategy.
Circular economy is a prerequisite for
sustainable development. Methods and
processes devised are used to ensure that
biological material is composted, that endof-life electronics are reused to the greatest
extent possible and the paper and packaging are recycled correctly at all Proact
operations. We aim to always use limited
resources efficiently in order to prevent or
reduce any harmful impact on the environment as a consequence of what we do. This

involves promoting systems for recycling
and reuse of materials and efforts to prevent
occupational injuries and illnesses.
Proact operates in compliance with
applicable laws and regulations concerning
disposal of electronic equipment.

Area

Objectives for 2020

Outcome

Code of conduct

Training for all managers

✓

Leadership

Start measuring and benchmarking a new model
of the leadership index for staff surveys

✓

e-NPS

Increase from 2 to 7

19 ✓

Diversity

Increase the proportion of women to 30 per cent
at all levels by 2025

19

Customers

Regular review of customer structure and ongoing
contracts in accordance with a structured form
Start measuring and benchmarking customer surveys

Regular
review
Customer surveys
for 2021

Suppliers

Start work by asking suppliers about their
sustainability in accordance with a structured form

✓

Work processes

Retain existing certifications at annual audits

✓

Energy/data centres

Reduce the number of data centres by two and
assess a green data centre strategy

Reduced by two
Data centre strategy
for 2021

(happy employee index)

✓

✓
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Our most valuable asset
Age structure
-29 years 17%
30-39 years 28%
40-49 years 31%
50-59 years 20%
60- years 4%

Distribution per function

29 years 17%
39 years 28%
49 years 31%
59 years 20%
years 4%

Administration 11%
Sales and marketing 23%
Service operations 66%

Employees
per country

60-

Ålder

Netherlands 30%
UK 25%
Sweden 19%
Germany 9%
Norway 4%
Finland 3%
Czech Republic 2%
Belgium 2%
Estonia 2%
Latvia 1%
Lithuania1%
Denmark 1%

Företagsledning

Gender distribution, corporate
management
Men 73%
Women 27%

Ledande befattningshavare

Gender distribution,
senior executives
Men 86%
Women 14%

Our vision and strategy, which involves
relocating and developing our customer
offering and increasing
Administration our
11% growth, both
organically and
through
acquisitions,
means
Sales
and marketing
23%
Servicetheir
operations
66%
that our staff and
commitment
and
development are even more key.
We perceive a number of particularly
important focus areas that we need to go on
developing over the next few years.

Leadership
In a constantly changed world, leadership is
all about creating sustainable results by developing both business and staff. Leadership
at Proact is a key to maintaining close proximity to customers and staff, and we want to
give our managers opportunities and tools
to promote their success.
We strive to work in a structured manner and maintain a long-term approach,
identifying people with management talent
and planning for promotion and succession.
Management and succession planning for
all country management teams has taken
place for the second year in late 2020, as
well asLedande
our second
LTI programme for senior
befattningshavare
management and key individuals.
Our managers undergo development
through management training within the
scope of our own ProactMen
Academy
training
86%
Women 14%
initiative, or via other initiatives.
A development scheme for around 50 Proact managers was formulated in late 2020. This scheme
will begin in early 2021 and include a number
of modules. It’s aim is to enhance skills as
regards managing change, and to reinforce
Proact managers as well as the company’s
culture and management network.

Employer brand
and recruitment
Styrelse

Gender distribution,
Board of Directors
Men 60%
Women 40%

60-

Ålder

Employees per
employment time
< 1 year 11%
1-2 years 25%
3-5 years 23%
6-9 years 19%
>10 years 22%

Antal

10
50
40
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We work together with our customers to
face upFöretagsledning
to today’s challenges when it comes
to storing and managing increasing information and data volumes in society. One of the
most crucial elements that makes Proact an
attractive employer is that
Men staff
73% are able to
Women
27%
get involved in identifying
solutions
for our
customers, working on exciting projects.
We took on over 100 new employees in
2020 and welcomed around 50 employees
via acquisitions. We are becoming increasingly aware of reinforcing our brand both
internally and externally, on
long-term
-29ayears
17%
basis. Proact is marketed
via participation
30-39
years 28%
40-49running
years 31%digital
in trade fairs in the industry,
50-59 years 20%
campaigns and visiting universities
and
60- years 4%
colleges in order to reinforce the brand

 xternally. When working on our new website,
e
we spent time on reflecting our culture more
effectively, communicating the fact that we need
a variety of talented people to help us see things
from different perspectives, as well as innovative
power in order to face up to the challenges of
the future. We are proud of our values and our
inclusive corporate culture, and we want to show
them off. The recruitment process is owned by
every manager with the support of HR, ensuring
that candidates’ experiences are good and that
candidates are chosen who match our culture.

Talent development
If Proact is to be able to offer our customers
flexible solutions, learning is not an opportunity – it is a must. For the most part, staff learn
things as they go about their day-to-day work
together with colleagues and customers. We
have to offer roles and tasks that allow staff to
develop, where everyone feels they are being
challenged and are helping to implement
Proact’s customer solutions and relationships
with customers.
To enhance opportunities for learning and
bring new staff up to speed more quickly, we
also offer Proact Academy. Proact Academy is
a platform that offers various forms of training
and practice, and it has a number of sub-groups:
• Sales Academy
• Portfolio Academy
• Vendor Academy
• Marketing Academy
The platform has been built during the year
to handle recorded material as well, and the
content has been extended to include 60 new
sessions and use “on demand” services.
Discussions between staff and managers on
development and performance are an important factor when it comes to enhancing motivation and commitment. Annual staff appraisals
ensure that last are given the opportunity for
discussion
and
to devise plans for developLedande
befattningshavare
ment. 82 (73) per cent of staff took part in staff
appraisals in 2020.

Culture and the work
Men environment
86%
Women
14% forming the
Proact’s values support our
vision,
basis for our culture and the introduction of
new employees. They provide guidance as well
as constituting a guiding principle that we can
go on striving towards in our partnerships with
customers, and within Proact.
We perform a staff commitment survey every
Administration
11%staff the opporyear in order to
give all our
Sales and marketing 23%
tunity to make their voices heard and let us
Service operations 66%
know how we can work together to improve
Proact. A transparent new survey process was

introduced this year, where both managers
and employees can view the results via a
portal. This year’s survey achieved a response
rate of 79 per cent, representing an increase
on previous years. Proact has been given
a good score as a recommended place to
work, which means that our Employer Net
Promotor Score (e-NPS) has risen to 19 (2020)
from 2 (2019), the best result in the history of
the company. The indices for Proact’s team
efficiency, engagement and leadership are
higher than the benchmarks that include all
industries. This survey is a valuable tool for
managers and staff alike and provides a basis
of structured discussion and improvement
of working methods and commitment. The
executive team makes decisions on measures of key importance for the company as a
whole. Managers present results and report
on activity plans for their own respective fields
of responsibility. We are devoted to creating
a work environment in which everyone feels
that they are respected and appreciated and
able to do their best.
To be an attractive employer, we need to
ensure that our staff have a good and safe environment in which to work. This is important
for customers and other stakeholders as well,
because maintaining a good work environment for Proact’s employees safeguards
long-term results. We have also conducted
two staff surveys on account of COVID-19, examining employees’ situations as they mostly
work from home. We surveyed employees’
perceptions of information, the company’s
guidelines, communication with colleagues
and managers, duties, work equipment/
technology, anxiety and aspects that could
be improved. The results of these surveys
have been good, the transition to working
from home has surpassed expectations for
most people, and the results have remained
consistent over time. among other things, we
have increased the amount of information
provided and increased financial support to all
our staff in order to improve their home workplaces, as well as listening to the suggestions
for improvements that they have submitted.
As far as health is concerned, all staff in
Sweden are covered by occupational healthcare, which includes regular health checks,
vocational rehabilitation and support. Proact
companies in other countries have local procedures for occupational health care. Besides
this, Proact in Sweden offers all its staff wellness allowances, activities to promote health
and medical insurance.

Proact’s values
Integrity
• We are independent and navigate by
•

our own compass, on the basis of
honesty and respect.
We are open and clear in our
communication.

• We rely on one another and the people
with whom we do business.

• We keep our promises and deliver on
agreements made.

Commitment
• This constitutes the foundation for all
•

our relationships.
We formulate clear targets and have
the best interests of our customers at
heart.

Excellence

• Excellence is the very essence of what
•
•

• We guarantee the most outstanding
•

service level possible for the projects
we implement.
We share our knowledge, our
experience and our commitment.

• We use our specialist expertise and

we supply.
Decades of experience have given us a
knowledge base that we always apply.
Recruitment, training and development
are reflected in our specialist expertise.

experience to create custom solutions
which add value in both the short and
the long term.

Key ratios and figures

2020

2019

Number of employees at year-end
Women, %
Average number of full-time employees
Employee Net Promoter Score (scale –100 to +100)

1,022
19
973
19

1,016
17
834
2
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